Welcome & Logistics

2019 Belle II Trigger / DAQ Workshop
Aug. 26 - 29, 2019 Yonsei University
Welcome to Yonsei

- Founded in 1885 (medical school)
  - the oldest modern-day university in Korea

- The general academic unit started in 1915
  - Choseon Christian College -> Yonhee Univ. -> Yonsei Univ.
  - Math/Physics department is one of the six that existed at the beginning

H. G. Underwood (1859-1916)
Physics at Yonsei

27 faculty members (tenure-track of tenured), ~150 grad students

HEP Experiment
- Young-il Kwon (ALICE), Ju Hwan Kang (ALICE, retired in 2019)
- Hwidong Yoo (CMS, starting on Sep.1)
- Youngjoon Kwon (Belle (II))

HEP Theory
- Suhooung Lee (hadron)
- Seungjoon Hyun (string)
Where we are (on campus)
Where we are (on the 3rd floor)

- 323 Plenary, Parallel
- 352 Registration, Parallel
- 356 Discussions (small)

352

356

EV

main entrance

323
Lunch suggestions
Workshop Dinner

- Aug. 28 (Wed.) ~6:30 pm
- Typical Korean-style beef and noodle (or rice)
- If you want vegetarian menu, please let me (or one of Yonsei students) know before lunch time of Tuesday, Aug. 27.
Enjoy the workshop

For wi-fi, the best is to use Eduroam. We are working on a more general solution.

Please do not hesitate to contact, for help on anything

• (me) yjkwon63 at yonsei.ac.kr +82-10-8143-1579
• or any of our students
  • Seokhee Park, Kyungho Kim, Yongkyu Kim, Sungjin Cho, Chan-young Lee